
 
 

What this article is about 

Several review articles have been published about the 
effectiveness of different gambling prevention and 
harm reduction strategies. However, few reviews 
have considered the conditions in which the strategies 
are put into effect. The context in which strategies are 
implemented and the target audience that they aim 
to reach can affect their success. It is also important 
to understand which strategies can be successfully 
pursued at the local level. This article is an overview 
of the evidence regarding strategies that are targeted 
at adults and can be implemented at the local level.  

What was done? 

The authors searched for systematic reviews 
examining strategies for adults. The strategies must 
be able to be implemented by municipalities, regions, 
or other local agencies. The reviews must have been 
peer-reviewed, written in English, and published 
between 2000 to April 2020. They must present some 
meta-analyses. Meta-analysis is a statistical method 
that researchers use to pool data from a set of studies 
to draw conclusions about a topic.   

What you need to know 

The authors found 16 reviews that covered 20 
strategies. The reviews varied in their quality. The 
authors grouped the strategies into four main areas. 

Supply reduction strategies 

Evidence suggests that restricting the number of 
gambling venues and licenses is effective. The 
restrictions are usually for a short period. The authors 
recommended long-term policies and research on 
local actions, such as limiting public WIFI connection 
to gambling sites. Increasing pricing and taxation is 

another effective strategy. But illegal markets need to 
be under control to prevent an increase in illegal 
gambling. Limiting gambling venues’ opening hours 
can reduce harms, although the findings are not 
consistent. It is important to implement the same 
hours of operation across venues and ensure 
compliance with the regulation. The authors also 
recommended research into the most effective length 
of time and time of day for shutdown hours. Enforcing 
legal age is another strategy although putting it into 
effect can be challenging. Preventing youth gambling 
requires adult involvement since parental behaviour 
can influence children. Limiting people’s access to 
gambling venues can potentially be effective. But the 
impact of distance from gambling venue on gambling 
behaviour depends on other contextual factors.   

Demand reduction strategies  

Restricting gambling advertising can be effective. 
More research is needed to understand the impact of 
advertising on gambling behaviour. Information 
campaigns can raise awareness of gambling risks but 
have little impact on gambling behaviour. Specific 
campaigns targeted at parents may be effective to 

Why is this article important? 

This article is an overview of the effectiveness of 
strategies to prevent and reduce harms and risks 
of gambling among adults at the local level. The 
authors found 16 review articles that covered 20 
strategies. They grouped the strategies into four 
main areas: supply reduction, demand reduction, 
risk reduction, and harm reduction. The authors 
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success of these strategies and gaps in research.   
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prevent youth gambling. There is no evidence that 
displaying signs at gambling venues is effective. 
Research on educational campaigns has mainly 
focused on youth gambling. Most adult educational 
campaigns aim to change attitudes and correct false 
gambling beliefs, but they have little impact on 
gambling behaviour. Personalized normative feedback 
(PNF) or personalized feedback intervention (PFI) 
sends messages to people about their gambling 
behaviour and how it compares to other people. PNF 
or PFI is a low-cost and effective strategy. There are 
concerns about the “boomerang effect” in that people 
may increase their gambling to match the norms.  

Risk reduction strategies 

Restricting access to cash by removing ATMs from 
gambling venues is moderately effective. Additional 
research is still needed on this strategy. There is good 
evidence to support placing gambling venues away 
from vulnerable populations. Gambling venue design 
features, such as lack of lighting, can promote 
gambling behaviour. More research is needed in this 
area. Clock use does not reduce gambling session 
length or spending. Also, few people actually use this 
strategy. How gambling machines are placed in venue 
may affect behaviour, but evidence is conflicting 
about machine location. Smoking and alcohol use 
bans are one of the most effective strategies to date.   

Harm reduction strategies 

These strategies target people who are at-risk or have 
gambling problems. Training gambling venue staff can 
improve staff knowledge and attitudes. However, 
training on behavioural skills and how to intervene is 
needed. Screening for problem gambling is most likely 
effective. But there are barriers to screening, such as 
lack of time, skills, and other organizational factors. 
Screening should be combined with training (e.g., for 
general practitioners). More studies on the impact of 
helplines and care services information are needed. 
Precommitment can have a positive impact on some 
people, but it may lead to unintended consequences 
for others (e.g., people with gambling problems may 
set higher limits). People who use self-exclusion 
generally experience some benefits. Some conditions 

can affect its effectiveness. For instance, venues need 
to take active steps to enforce the self-exclusion.  

Who is it intended for? 

This article is intended for gambling researchers, 
intervention providers, and policy makers.  
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